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/,.om 
DEAN'S MESSAGE 
When, in 1972, I welcomed the present third-year class, I observed that . the 
world of law was full of apparent inconsistencies and those searching for ce1t~mty 
in Jaw or in Jaw school were doomed to frustra t10n - if not failure. Events since 
that time evidence further support of those observa lions, not only as to law but as 
to government and politics with which the law constantly interacts. 
There hardly has been a more exciting time for law and government than the 
past two years. Our entire constitutional system has been severely tested by the 
implications of the national scandals we lump under the label "'Watergate". The 
contradictions involved in it inspire dizziness. A " law and order" administration 
faces mass resignations, indictments and convictions for criminal beha.vior. A 
republic for, by, and of the people lacks both an elected Chief Exce.cutive .and 
Vice-President. A President elected by an almost unparalleled landslide resigns 
hi s office within two years for lack of a political base. Piety turns to blasphemy. 
Prosecutors of civil disobedients turn to civil disobedience ("we did it for the 
higher cause of national security", etc. J. New exciting foreign channels of 
communicatio n are opened whil e existing domestic ones are closed. Eight 
Supreme Court Justices join in an unanimous opinion which proves the undoing of 
the man who appointed them. Lawyers predominate as the villains of Watergate: 
whi le other lawyers predominate as the her0es in trying to clean up the mess. 
The men who administer the law vary greatly and give it variable meanings. 
But the process, the methodology - the essence of a legal education - in a 
plodding deliberate way triumphs over those who are temporarily the officers of 
the lega l order. Although men (and women ) - often lawyers - are necessary to 
create the laws, interpret , and enforce them and operate the machinery of the 
la w, our constitutional processes, our means to achieve the t!nds of justice and 
law, are designed to endure beyond individual office tenures and even lives , 
subject onl y to purposely arduous revis ion. To paraphrase James Madison in the 
Federa list Papers, if men were angels, we would need no government: if 
governors were angels, we would need no law. It is in this sense that we are a 
government of laws and not of men. 
Since experience with human fra ilties demonstrates the need for governm ent 
and law, we also have a need for law schools. Another apparent inconsis tency is 
that presented by the contras t between the recent sensa tional politica l, 
constitutional and other legal developm ents a nd the everyday routine of law 
school. Disappointed with a Con Law course that explores the Commerce Clause 
as if it were a li ve issue? ( It is, of course) Bored wi th a Property or Procedure 
course tha t seems more concerned with Merry Old England than mirthful , 
modern Ca lifo rni a? While Con Law a lso explores the Due Process Clause, 
Proper ty, the rights of tena nts, and Procedure, the ava ilability of consumer class 
actions, the seemly dead and dull topics do reta in contem pora ry s ignifi ca nce. Al 
a minimum , they elucida te the law of today, a nd make it eas ier lo lea rn the value 
of rationa lity while avoiding the dangers of emoti ona li sm. Anyone can "feel" an 
injus tice; one who has lea rned the law a nd lega l process ca n best remedy il. 
Anyone can see a problem ; one lea rned in the Jaw and lega l process ca n often best 
analyze and solve it. Anyone can recognize a need for reform; one who has 
lea rned the law and lega l process ca n bes t design and implement the reform. 
Consequently, a long with the seeming inconsistencies of Jaw and law school, go 
ca reful , ha rd , deta iled, painstaking work. The rewa rd is a developing a ttitude of 
mind and methodology tha t is as inva luable to the reform er as to the entrenched, 
lo the consumer as to the merchant, to the tenant as to the la ndlord, to the black 
as to the white, and so forth . These work hab its, a ttitudes, methodologies, a nd 
processes a re more importa nt to lega l education than lea rning rul es of Jaw. The 
fo rmer a re rela tively uni versa l while the latter a re frequentl y confli cting a nd 
changing. 
While it is unlikely that a different or better lega l educa ti on of the Waterga te 
culpri L5 could have prevented that tragedy , it is a fa ir criti cis m of today's Jaw 
schools tha t not enough em phas is is given to va lu e-orient ed educat ion -
especia lly the value implicit in our sys tem of Jaw that mea ns arc more import a nt 
than ends, that good process is mos t lik ely lo yield good results. 
Nevertheless, I s incerely beli eve that those of you who take serious ly your lega l educa t1 0~ at the Uni.versity of San Diego will be excell en ll y prepa red to perform 
your. societa l fun~ll ons as lawyers whether in priva te practi ce, govern ment , 
pol1 t1cs or otherwise. 
rconU11uetl 011 J)(l.fJf' {i) 
Issue Dedicated to. 
Warren and Webb 
We, the editors, feel that Dean Weckstein's introduction of Mr. Chief Justice 
Wan·en as graduation speaker in 1972 details the highlights of that great man's 
career quite eloquently. Therefore, with the Dean's permission, we have reprinted 
/J.i.s remarks below. 
The old cliche about needing no 
introduction applies with special 
force to our commencement speaker. 
The biographical highlights of Mr. 
Justice Warren's remarkable career 
will be reviewed in the citation 
accompanying his honorary degree. 
But the enormity of his contributions 
to his State and Nation can hardly be 
conveyed by mere words. His service 
as Governor of California included 
helping to develop the University of 
California , his alma mater, into one of 
the finest educational institutions in 
the world, and the remarkable feat of 
expanding state services to the people 
of California while reducing their tax 
burden. No wonder he received the 
nomina lions of both the Republicans 
and Democrats and enjoyed 
unprecedented bi-partisan support. 
The impact of his appointment to 
the United States Supreme Court in 
1953 was almost immediately 
demonstrated by the unaminous 
decision written by him in Brown v. 
Board of Education striking down 
racial segregation in the public 
schools. Decisions which followed 
during his 16 year tenure as Chief 
Justice expanded and secured the 
civil rights of racial and other 
minorities. These achievements alone 
would assure him a high place in the 
history of law and justice. But the 
Warren Court did much more, 
rendering more landmark decisions 
than any Court since that presided 
over by Chief Justice Marshall in the 
formative years of the Republic. Of 
perhaps greatest significance were 
the reapportionment decisions, 
returning the control of legislative 
power to the people. Judicial trials 
became fair in fact as well as theory 
as a result of CJ Warren's opinion in 
Miranda v. Arizona and his Court's 
decisions in other cases. 
Justice Warren was - never 
insensitive to the legitimate needs of 
the public in criminal cases. His own 
family had suffered violent crime and 
he had served as a prosecutor for 
many years. But he knew that 
fairness and constitutional 
compliance were essential to the 
effective administration o( justice 
and the survival of a great nation. 
.Right to counsel , right to speak, right 
to publish, right to travel , right to 
vote, right to human dignity and 
(continued on page5) · 
Jim Webb, 1942-1974 
lly Ann Higginbotham 
In the beginning of what should 
have been a long and brilliant ca reer 
of servi ce to hi s profession a nd to the 
community, Jim Webb was kill ed 
suddenl y last May 7 in a colli s ion 
bet ween hi s bicycle and a truck. 
Although he bega n hi s ca reer with 
two years of private pra cti ce, Jim 
was noted for hi s founding of 
Advocat es of Sa n Diego, In c. 
Advoca tes was a n a ttempt lo provide 
lega l services to the vas t majority of 
middle- income Sa n Diega ns who were 
neither "wealthy " enough to a fford 
priva te a llorneys nor "poor" enough 
to qulaify for Lega l Aid. 
Advoca tes cha llenged the mi nimum 
fee schedule of the Ba r Association by 
publishing their own , lower fee 
schedule. In a pioneer effort , 
Advocates set up the first group legal 
services program. 
Jim was noted for being one of the 
first attorneys in San Diego to bring 
major litigation based on new federal 
and state environmental a nd 
consumer protection laws. 
In last year's race for San Diego 
City Attorney, Jim spoke out strongly 
on what he felt were the issues of law 
enforcement. Especially ga lling to 
him was the random enforcem ent of 
m ythi ca l com munit y mora l 
standards at a time when San Diego 
was ea rning a reputation as the 
heroin dea th capita l of the U.S. Also. 
San Diego's violent crime ra te was 
rising while the na tion's was fa lling, 
yet we were directing our energies 
towa rds victimless crime. Pundits 
sa id his frankness cost him the 
election. Jim sa id it was n' t worth 
winning if the voters didn ' t rea lly 
know wher e you stood . 
Jim 's last major court appearance 
\Vas before the Ca lifonti a Supreme 
Court in defense of Sa n Diego's 30 foot 
height limit. The issue of zoning by 
th e initi a tive power was be ing 
cha ll enged by lhe Building 
Contractor's Assoca ia ti on. Jim's 
a rgument was brief a nd cogent : if lhe 
ci tizens' des ires are thwarted by a 
reca lcitra nt city council Cin this case. 
a 30 foot height limit for the beach 
a real , then an initiative is their onl y 
recourse. 
F or a brief lime Jim Webb showed 
San Diego what a n a ttorney can do fo r 
his clie nts and hi s communily by 
trans la ting idea ls int o pos itive action. 
He will be grea tl y missed. 
Page 2 
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WOOLSACK SEPTEMBER 1974 
WOOL-SACK. The seat of. the lord Chancellor of England In the 
House of lords, being a large square bag of wool, without back or 
arms, covered with a red cloth. - Black 's Lo w DJctionory 
From the Editor 
LOTTERY LAMBASTED 
I 
by M. J. Streit 
Well , it's that time of yea r lo be extending hearty welcomes and wishing 
everyone good luck for the coming school yea r. Not to be one to eve!· break 
tradition, The Woolsack extends a warm welcome to everyone - espec ially a ll 
the first year students. 
Many of you are still recovering from ~our trek across America' s heartland 
(wishing America did not have such a big heart>. Those of you with genuine 
trucker tans are invited to a ra lly be ing he ld thi s wee k at the Pace r we re in a C.B. 
radio antenna will be emblazened on your tanned forearm. Bes ides having only 
one arm tan a substantial portion of the USD student body has become experts on 
the top ten 'tunes U1at were listened to repeatedly while truckin ' on back to 
California. 
You first year students have probably received more than enough advice on 
how to successfully attack this morister hulking in front of you. Take what you 
need but keep your study method simple. Law school does not require as much 
time and \vork as everyone says but it takes more than you now estimate. 
You have also probably received the word on commercial outlines by now and 
probably have purchased some to avoid the stampede. An interesting division of 
classmates takes place from the beginning of law school. It can be witnessed 
early during the first year of classes. There are students that boast of Gilbert's 
conciseness and organization. Others like Legal Lines' case approach and 
explanations. Still another group offers Zionitz as the best. As the class 
progresses , there groups harden until conversion of allegiance to another group is 
a rarity. Dean Weckstein indicates that if the students demand it, degrees will be 
awarded as designating what " school" of thought the student belonged to during 
his legal education at USD. 
A final introductory word should be voiced while the issue in still burning in the 
student body's soul. This is the debate surrounding the lottery system presently 
employed by the USD administration wherein students are )ottered out of classes 
or teachers desired and forced to subscribe to unwanted or unneeded courses or 
teachers. It is easily argued that for crowded classes to be prevented, lottery 
selection of " lucky" students is a necessary evil. This will work fine - to a limit. 
However, when the system totally prevents students from taking desired 
courses throughout the school experience, it is deplorable. Also, when the system 
is used to force students out of classes with excellent professors into classes 
manned by professors delivering less than an adequate educational experience, it 
is frustrating. 
Under the present system, it has been found that third year students will 
occassionally be lottered out of class that is a required part of the Bar exam. 
Additionally, students are repeatedly being "bumped" from courses that are 
considered a "must" in the area of interest which the student wishes to pursue 
following graduation. • 
Such a system is regrettably sad. This bureacratic nightmare should be 
modified wherein no student should be forced to graduate without being 
permitted the opportunity of taking the courses desired. 
Bookstore Bashed 
by D. Ward 
W. S. Gilbert Cof Gilbert and Sullivan fame) once commented upon the 
erratically scheduled and uncomfortably overcrowded British week-end train, 
stating that although Sunday came at regular intervals, it always seemed to 
catch the authorities by surprise. Gilbert would have loved the USD semi-annual 
law school book purchasing debacle, for although new semesters occur at 
regular intervals with pre-registration for cnurses held almost 6 months in 
advance, some courses are again inexcusably without textbooks. The Trade 
Regs course, with approximately 20 students enrolled since last spring, has 
ut1hzed the same casebook for the past 6 years. Members of the class must now 
share 3 copies of the book for an indefinite period of time because of 
communication break-down between professor, administration and bookstore 
personnel. A similar problem was inadvertently avoided the Business Planning 
Seminar course only because the bookstore had a sufficient number of the 
necessary casebooks leftover from last year. 
Bookstore management excuses that professors fail to contact them as to 
r.equ1red texts, sound irritatingly shallow indeed to students who must spend the 
first 3 or 4 we.eks of a semester without their own casebook. Perhaps the Law 
School adm1rnstratlon could issue bookorder forms to the faculty and assist in 
insuring that. the completed forms do reach the bookstore.• The bookstore cou ld 
then send written confirmation of such orders to the individual professors. 
IS THERE AN ALTERNATIVE POSSIBLE? Western State Law School 
students now have easy access to needed casebooks, hornbooks , outlines, 
Restatements , etc., thanks to their arrangement with Law Distributors, Inc. of 
Gardena. The company sends its large"Bookmobile" van to the San Diego school 
every other Thursday, enabling students to conveniently make purchases 
during the 11 :30 a.m. to 8: 30 p.m. operating hours. Perhaps the USD bookstore 
monopoly could benefit from such competition. 
Kelleher Kills 'em 
A member of the USO School of Law 
faculty for two years, Kelleher took 
the Bar Exam a long with several of 
his law students. "His answers were 
chosen ," according to Law School 
Dea.n Donald T. Weckstein, "for 
having earned among the highest 
grades awarded in the California Bar 
Examination, which is known as one 
of the most difficult in the country." 
John Joseph Kelleher USO 
Professor of Law will submit' several 
of his ans".'ers. to the 1973 California 
Bar Examination to be published as a 
reforence for future exam applicants 
This ~equest was made by th~ 
Committee of Bar Examiners State 
Bar Of California. ' 
Kelleher earned his B .A. degree 
from Occidental College and jis J.D. 
from New York University in 1968. 
This year, in addition to teaching his 
popular and well-attended classes 
Prof. Kelleher will be donating tim~ 
to the USO Clinic semester program 
as a specialist in criminal law. 
Staff Needed 
Sta ff positions a re s till open for the 
Woolsack. Students int e res ted in 
wriling news a nd feature s lnri es on 
assigned topics are invited In cnntacl 
lhe Wootsack by vis ii ing the Woolsack 
offic.e in !he downstairs alcove. or by 
leaving a nole. wilh pl1nne number. in 
the Wonlsack box in lhe mailronm. 
Legislative Changes Sought 
for the type of legisllation which can 
be submitted , it is obvious that most 
of' what is submitted is of a curative 
nature. The bills tend to arise out of 
an individual attorney's attempt to 
reconcile inconsistent legislation or 
an attorney's inablility to determine 
wh e the r the legi s lation pe rtains to 
particular facts. I think that we in the 
academic community might come up 
with additional kinds of legis lative 
changes. For example , seminar 
papers or other kinds of written work 
by the students might produce 
suggstions. 
Dear Editor: 
The Legislation Committee of the 
San Diego County Bar Association is 
inte r es ted in recommending · 
legi s lative changes. The committ~e 
has some ten sub-committees in 
parti cul a r s ubj ect ma tt er a~ e ~s. 
Each sub-committee 's respons1bhty 
is to make suggestions for legislative 
changes for submiss ion to .the Bo.ard 
of the County Ba 'r Assoc1a t1on which, 
if it approves them, then forwards the 
proposed changes to the State Bar. 
The State Bar in turn considers them 
and, if they are again appro-:ed, 
forwards them to the appropriate 
committee in the Legislature. 
I have not yet had the opportunity to 
see how successful· these proposals 
are in the final ana lysis since I have 
only been on that committee for the 
last year. But this year's Legislation 
Committee submitted over one-
hundred proposals , nearly all of 
which were forwarded to the State 
Bar. We are watching to see what 
happens. . . 
While there are no formal criteria 
In the past, the sub-committees 
have functioned over a very short 
period of time in February or March. 
I suggest that any faculty member or 
student who sees a need for a 
legislative proposal come to see me. J 
can show you the format to use in 
preparing any proposals and tell you 
the appropri<1te sub-committee 
chairman to contact. · 
John M. Winters 
Professor of Law 
University of San Diego 
Women Denounce Dicta 
To the Editor: 
Those among you having an 
appreciative eye for an attractive 
young woman may have recently 
experienced a voyeur's delight while 
peering at the center-page of a 
publication. Don't reach for your 
la test Playboy or whatever 
publication satisfies your prurient 
interest to discover this titillating 
delight you might have initially 
overlooked in a hasty perusal. You'll 
be wasting your efforts! 
Instead turn to the June issue of 
Dicta - the official San Diego Bar 
Association monthly publication. Now 
don't stampede over to the law 
library! Dicta , after all , is 
professional publiation. The 
attractive young woman, unlike the 
more customary centerfold 
attraction, is clothed. 
Never.theless , the underlying 
con.cept ts the same - the pervasive 
rns1stence and unquestionaing 
acceptance of portraying the female 
primarily as a sex object to be 
simultaneously worshipped for the 
pleasures she renders and con-
demned for the lusts she arouses. 
This is not to suggest that sexuality -
fem1mne or masculine is to be denied 
or denigrated. 
. It is rather suggested that sexuality 
is appropntae at the proper place and 
time. Certainly a professional 
county bar publication is an 
inappropriate organ for the 
exploitation of female sexuality. The 
publishers of Dicta would be well 
advised to eliminate such a center-
page practice. However, if the need to 
have a feminine figure don the center-
page ol Dicta is so compelling, it is 
respectfully urged that the symbolic 
statue . of the blindfolded Justice 
balancing the scales would be more 
appropriate. 
Women-in-law 
USD Law School 
Dicta Photo 
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lawyers To The Moon 
by Tom Dietsch and Stanley Ogelthorpe 
Contrary to popular belief the 
greatest cha llenge to the legal 
profession is not its bad reputation, 
nor the backlog of cases in the courts 
and certainly not the quality of 
services rendered to the indigent. The 
real crisis that faces a new attorney is 
gaining entrance to a reputable 
country club. 
The reason fo r this dismal prospect 
is the fact that by the year 2175 at the 
present rate or growth within the legal 
community la wye rs will be 
emanating from the earth at the 
speed of light. This means that even 
today if all officers of the court held 
hands they would stretch from Selma, 
California , to UlangBator, Mongolia 
with enough left over to fill all the 
hospital beds in Mexico, our neighbor 
to the south. This of course would be 
impossible since there are at least two 
major oceans to cross and it is very 
unlikely that so many members of the 
bar could tred water long enough for 
the entire link-up to be made ; nor are 
there enough Holiday Inns in Mexico. 
At a recent ABA (American 
Beverage Association) convention in 
Hawaii these as well as other relevant 
topics and problems were discussed . 
One proposal finall y adopted into a 
resolu tion <I ABA 00.01 ) sugested the 
possibi li ty that tee off times could be 
scheduled in the ea rly morning before 
dawn and phosphorescent golf balls 
might be used. This method would 
avoid the 2 o'clock rush on the greens . 
However it was noted by most 
members that by the year 1990 there 
would be 2 billion lawyers in the U.S. 
and crowding would be common 
place. Even with all open space and 
na tional pa rks converted to golf 
courses, the links still would be 
somewhat suffocating, even for a 
duffer. · 
Ca rl s ba d Cavern s was a lso 
suggested as being a possible site but 
many seemed opposed sta ting they 
needed a more substantial driving 
potentia l and ihat the caves wou ld be 
better suited for ballroom dancing. 
"A notion gaining popula rity among 
the members of the lega l profession 
was recommended for cons idration at 
the convention. Simply sta ted it 
propounded the novel idea that only 
lawyers might be able to have 
anything wha tsoever to do with the 
law. This in effect would mean that 
law would be absolutely beyond the 
layman. All litigants, stenographers , 
bailiffs , clerks and in general anyone 
who in the past had anything to do 
with the law now must be lawyers . 
Even lawyers would have to be 
lawyers. Anyone with problems who 
would not become a member of the 
bar would be automatically classified 
as having a non lega l dispute and 
charged 1 I 3 to 40 per cent depending 
on whether or not an official stamp 
was used in turning him I her away. 
Another condition was that ABA 
acc r edited law school graduates 
would be plaintiffs and non accredited 
graduates must be defendants. Cases, 
in order to take confus ion out of the 
system , must be tra nscribed from an 
officially accepted commer c ial 
outline. The decision of course never 
to be in issue. This would mean that a 
constitutional lawyer would have the 
experi ence of not only arguing at 
different times pro and con for 
Miranda v. Arizona but also of 
actually play ing the roles of both 
Arizona and Miranda (interrogation 
and bea ting wou ld now be optiona]) . 
In thi s manner the entire legal system 
could mainta in a logical consistency 
so unlike the past. With so many 
lawy ers engaged in this more 
productive line of endeavor fewer 
members wou ld be on the golf course. 
This would avert the grea test threat 
to the lega l profess ion: overcorwding 
on the greens. 
Opponents of the measure argued 
that the proposa l was half-baked and 
did not go as far as is needed for rea l 
judicia l reform. 
Unfortunately, the bill 1 ABA Res. 
00 .02 was tabled due to the fa ct thta t it 
was 2:00 P .M. a nd naturally the 
convention was then adjourrned so 
tha t the dlelgates might get in a 
" quick 18" before "Happy Hour" and 
Luau . 
Wa tch for next issue: Winnebago 
Jus tice, or how I gol 5 to 10 on the San 
Berna rdino Freeway. 
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"There but for fortune II 
by Ed Danelski 
"Guess you must see a ll kinds of kids come through here." 
" Yeah. Got one kid upstairs, killed two they know about ; says he's killed ten 
a ltogether . Gangs ." 
" How old is he?" 
11Sixteen." 
Sixteen. When I was s ixteen, I lived in a world that revolved around blue and 
white letterman's jackets, girls with long, straight blond hair, and trips across the 
river into New York to buy six-packs of malt liquor. Gangs were unheard of and 
the few fights that I can remember started over snide remarks made aboJt the 
relative merits of one's school or one's girl fri end. Needless to say, I grew up a 
long way from Twelfth and Diamond, the North Philly address given by the young 
man who was the subject of the above conversation. 
Thal short dialogue took place in a ha llway of a building in center city 
Philadelphia that was euphemistically referred to as the " Youth Study Center." 
· In reality , the YSC should be called by a name that would convey more accurately 
its true function : the little people's jail. One participant in that conversation was 
a guard who had been there for a good number of years, and had undoubtedly seen 
thousands of kids come and go through that hallway ; the other participant was a 
student from this law school, just beginning his second day on a summer job. 
Though it lasted little mo.re than fifteen seconds, that conversation had a profound 
effect on the neophyte lawyer . More than all the law professors and lectures 
more than all those impressive court houses and law school buildings, and mor~ 
than a ll the commentaries made in the popular press and through the media that 
old man's comments opened the student's eyes. In the (act that a vast arr~y of 
individuals and institutions would soon be dictating the course of a young man's 
life, this student saw at once the tremendous power " THE LAW" could and would 
wield. In considering that fact, (again, in the context of a single individua]) this 
student came to see the vast responsibilities soon to be heaped upon all thos~ who 
would be concerned with this case, from the court assigned defense attorney to 
the staff of whatever institution the kid seemed headed for . I had never before 
seen the themes of power and responsibility so clearly spelled out. 
With those thoughts in mind, this student made the attempt to record many of 
the scenes he came across in the course of this past summer. By writing about 
them here, he hopes to present a viewpoint that he rarely heard expressed during 
his first year at this law school. As lawyers, we all have a degree of power over 
those who, whether it be for fee or out of a sense of personal conviction we 
endeavor to help in the legal context. I would hope that all of us would deal ~ith 
our power a nd responsibilities as humanely and compassionately as we are able. 
Now before I turn off my roommate's typewriter for the week, there's one more 
thought that I'd like to include here. As I sit here in OB, and write about a kid from 
North Philly, I can remember another scene that seems somehow connected with 
all I've written. We were driving home after last May's finals , through Kansas I 
think it was. The tape that we had on was an old Joan Baez album, and the refrain 
from one song seems to come back to me every time I make one of these attempts 
to share myself with others through the written word. Somehow, this singular 
passage seems the best explanation for writi ng articles such as this one about 
young men from North Philly and intended for law students in San Diego : " .. . 
and I' ll show you a young man with so many reasons why, there but for fortune go 
you, go!." 
Woolsack Staff Expands 
by Dick Stack 
The Woolsack has been fortunate 
enough to acquire the services of the 
three highly talented people whose 
identities and accomplishments are 
detailed below : 
Diane Ward : Ms. Ward, a 4th year 
night student , is by no means new to 
the Woolsack . Her work as De 
Minimis has graced the school paper 
for several years . In recognition of 
her untiring and entertaining efforts 
the editors felt it only equitable to 
name Diane, Editor of Foreign 
Affairs . Let me hasten to make it 
perfectly clear that Ms. Ward, who is 
married , has in no way participated 
in any foreign affairs herself. Rather 
she uses ma teria 1 from foreign law 
schools which she combines with 
humorous commentary to produce 
her popular column. 
Joe Russo : Mr. Russo was only with 
us for one issue last yea r so we 
though t we'd introduce him again . 
Joe gained fame last year as the 
politica l photographer for Mr. Tom 
Pete rson's unsuccessful bid for SBA 
vice pres ident. His photos included 
the fa mous: " Female Nude Perus ing 
Gilberts" , which was stolen the same 
night it was hurig . Joe asked me if he 
could say in the Woolsack that he also 
does private photographic work , but I 
had to tell him that I didn' t feel it 
would be proper. It seemed to me that 
to say Joe Russo is available for 
por traits, weddi ngs and other 
photographs would have been an 
advertisement and therefore I 
decided not to include that 
information. 
Joe Correia: Mr. Correia 's brilliant 
work can be seen this issue in 
" Lawyers to the Moon", " J . Bernard 
Mouse" , and " Field Marshal Cinque's 
Sugar Shrapnel ". Joe told thi s 
reporter that he originally wanted to 
be a profess ional cartoonist before 
res igning himself to just be ing a 
lawyer. Heretofore, Joe's fame at law 
school has come not so much from his 
ab ility to depict the curvature of J . 
Berna rd Mouse's skull , as from hi s 
inc lina tion to av idly observe the 
c urva tures a nd inde e d circ um · 
re re nces or th e s ku ll s and oth e r 
a natomical asse ts of fe ma le law 
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Ajter the DulH~hts • • • 
Oliver Wendell Loophole here. Those of you who are new to Sa n Diego might 
believe all there is to see in the area is the zoo, ea world, and the bullfights. This 
isn ' t true. and if you ' ll just foll ow me I'll show you the Sa n Diego you missed. 
There is more to Balboa Park than the zoo. Make a second trip there. On the 
weekends there are mimes and music on the lawn for your enjoyment. 
,_ .. -.. -
THOUGHT FOR THE DA y 
What is worth doing is th th wor e trouble of ask ing somebody lo do it ' 
First, there is Miss ion Bay. T he people are fri endly and lhe volleyba ll is for fun. 
Introduce yourself and join the fun . 
If Volleyball isn' t your sport : the Bay offer s other s, such as sai ling. There's 
nothing quite like the thrill of hiking up on a catamaran. 
If ni ght-l ife is what you seek s D. 1 of San Diego' r 
0 
· an iego ias much to offer . Pictu red her (' is on(' 
Equ ·ily .. C· . st rnest. n. amateur night law students are calkd upon 10 ··Do 
. ,H e OJ0 1n mc lo r abec r '? 
-----
• 
Picwred above is t.Ji e new law student lounge. Third year student "Brownie" 
ass1unes accustomed posit.ion in front o.f TV whi.le first year student Chris , 
Balonga sa.ys lie/l o. 
The Pros vs. The Amateurs 
by J erry Berger 
Which is better , professional footba ll or college football? The pros or the 
ama teurs? This age-old controversy still rages in ba rs a ll across the country. A 
simila r controversy rages right here in town. This problem is quite acute for those 
devotees of the nightlife scene. Many students a t U.S.D. have also become 
embroiled in it and discussions concerning the controversy have been heard 
ra nging from the Writs and S.B.A. Lounge to the hallways, on over to the libra ry 
and up to the Sports Center. These a rguments a t times have become quite 
vociferous (and heated ). Blows have been threa tened and ·thrown on occasion. 
Best fr iends have parted company angry and even students and professors have 
become quite ill-tempered over it. And still there is "tha t darn split of authority" 
- Who are better , the pros at the Star and Garter, or the amateurs at the Pacer. 
F ollowing the grea t traditions of Lou Harris, George Gallup Elmer Roper and 
Compa ny, I have dec ided to try and solve the controve rsy here on campus by a 
quasi-poll or survey. But first just one short note. For you evidence " experts" 
Professor Kerig cautioned me that this was an area in which the "jury" needs a 
little help and, as a result, the " opinion rule" was a pplicable. Therefore, no "lay" 
opinions could be enterta ined. The witnesses had to be qualified as experts under 
Ca l. E vidence Code Section 720. Carefully as a result, I picked my " witnesses" 
based on their known reputations for intellectual integrity, sense of foreplay and 
vast experi ence. On that basis, my first witness was Mr. Richard Stack. 
Mr. Richard Stack, a lias, " El Stacko" is presently a third year day student who 
is an edi tor of the Woolsack. He is a gradua te of Sa n Diego State University and a 
well known " bar hound" and frequenter of " topless" spots and massage parlors. 
<He is seen at school infrequently, as he devotes only his odd Tuesdays to the 
study of law. > He a lso checks out Donna in the office every time he goes by. 
Interviewer : Stacko, in your " exper t" opinion who are better- the pros at the . 
Sta r or the ama teurs a t the Pacer? 
Stacko: Firs t of a ll , let me say that I consider a ll such establishments to be 
gross exploiters of women. My only reason for going to the •Pacer : on .Amateur 
ni ght was to expand my legal horizons by practicing judicial techniques which 
will a id my legal career. My attendance here today at the Star and Garter is 
s imilarly motiva ted. Besides, you're paying for the beer. 
Interviewer : How would you assess the physical facilities of the Pacer vis-a-vis 
the Sta r and Garter? 
Stacko: The Pacer , of course, has " the pole," which is unequaled anywhere else 
in San Diego. However , the Star counters wi th two on stage columns, which the 
per formers use imaginatively. 
In conclusion, let me say that I perfer the amateurs to their more jaded 
profess ional counterparts . There is something sad about a lady losing tha t all 
impor ta nt prized possession which she holds so dear. I am refering, of course, to 
her ama teur s ta tus. 
Mr . Mar tin "Mar ty" Wolf is a third year day s tudent who is a past contributor 
to the Woolsack a nd who is the local basketball expert. He is a former terrorizer 
of girls in Bay Side, New York and a gradua te of George Washington University 
where he left behind a well-deserved reputation as a modern day Marquis de 
Sade. He is a well-recognized figure in the various establishments in the 
Rosecrans a nd Sports Arena Blvd. area of town. (continued on page 7) 
ALUMNI NEWS 
Editor : .Jim Goodwin 
The Woolsack a nd the Board of 
Di rectors of the Alumni Associa ti on 
are combining their effor ts to bring 
you a lumni news by crea ting a new 
regula r feature in The Woolsack. Any 
items of a lumni news should be sent to 
Jim Goodwin a t Cr a bt ree a nd 
Goodwin, 402 Crabtree Building, 303 A 
Street, San Di ego 92101. 
n o N FnANKUM APPOINTE D TO 
HIGIIOFFICE 
Ron F ra nku m ( '65) has been 
appointed by the P res ident lo a 
membership on the Adminis tra tive 
Conference of the United States. 
F rankum, fo rmer assistant to both 
the Lt. Governor a nd Governor while 
doing gove rnm enta l work in 
Sacramento, is the onl y a ttorney from 
west of the Mississippi who is a 
member of the Conference. The 
Conference consis ts of the top level 
people of the several federal agenci es 
and selected ou tsiders. It is designed 
to improve a dministra tive 
Procedures of the federal s tate a nd 
loca l governments. ' ' 
USO LAW ALUMNI LUNCHEON 
F or those a lumni in and a round 
Sacra mento a t Sta te Bar convention 
time, there will be a luncheon on 
September 10th a t the Sacra mento 
Inn for USD a lumni. Dean Don 
Wec kste in will be th e fea tured 
speaker a nd is expected to tell us 
about the cons idera ble adva ncements 
the Law School has made recently , No 
hos t cockta ils at I I: 15 AM are 
planned, followed by luncheon a t 
12: 15. Cha irpe rson Lynn Sc henk 
would like you to send her a note if you 
can a ttend. Address it to her a t the 
Lega l Depa rtment, Sa n Diego Gas 
a nd E lectri c Compa ny, LOI Ash 
Street , Sa n Diego 92101. 
ALUMNI PLACEMENT 
The Placement Offi ce a t the Law 
School gets an average of two ca lls a 
week a bout the a va il a bility of 
admitted a lumni. As this issue we~t, lo 
press , there a re several opport~ml!es 
" on the board" - one here 1n S~ n 
Diego, one in Los Angeles , one with 
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SBA. President's Report 
hy Bill Franz 
As President of the SBA, the student Graduation has been compiled and 
government organiza tion in the Law submitted to the Dean. The Honor 
School, I view my job as one which Court has revised the honor code and 
encompasses dual responsiblities. a new code will soon be presented for 
Firs t, as one of providing students student scrutiny, But while these 
with certain programs and accomplishments are nice we must 
extracurricular activities that they con'tinue to press for oth~r needed 
desire so as to augment and enhance changes. The SBA, in conjunction 
their legal education and secondly, as with the Graduate Students 
your spokesperson, in conjunction Association, is exploring the 
with the other members of the SBA possiblity of a day care center. It is 
Executive Board, to the faculty and hoped that this can be effected within 
the University administration. the near futrue at a minimal cost to 
All of . the programs and participants. At my suggestion a 
organiza tions , many of which were Blue-ribbon committee has b~sn 
enumerated in the orientation organized to study the feasibility of 
brochure, are funded - at least to a mainta ining the football program. 
certain extent - by the SBA. They Within a week, the Student Plarement 
were devised by and for the students Committee will be sending pamphlets 
and are quite diverse in their interest. describing USD to many law firms 
Some committees and groups engage and governmental agencies in the 
mainly in social activities, whereas Southern California area in the hopes 
others direct their energies toward of generating clerkships for this 
creating a social awareness of school year .and sparking inters't in 
injustice and then take the this school for the future. Plans for a 
appropriate action to remedy the student-operated law bookstore are 
situation. Other programs are in presently being investigated. The list 
ex istence to provide basic serv ices ould go on ad infinitum. 
for the law stude nt. Our desire for academic excellence, 
In its liason capacity, the SBA has thedemandforthemostqualifiedlaw 
accomplished much in the past and graduate, and the continued growth of 
looks fm:ward to an even more ·our reputation in the legal 
challenging future . The clinical community point up the necessity·of a 
semester is at long last a reality . The unified effort on the part of all 
first " real" student lounge this school concerned. I challenge the faculty, 
has known was put together over the the administration, the alumni, and 
summer. The orientation brochure, if especially the students to make that 
not the best, was certainly the most effort this year. 
lengthy in SBA history. Several Finally, the SBA office is your 
typewriters were given to the library office, and the Executive Board is at 
in the past month. A list of your disposal. Please feel free to 
prospective speakers for next year's contact any of us at any time. 
Warren cont. 
constitutional government now all 
enjoy greater security and meaning, 
in part, because Earl Warren was the 
14th Chief Justice of the United 
States. As Adam Clayton Powell 
sta ted after the Court, in Justice 
Warren's last major opinion , 
recognized its responsibility to insure 
that Congress adheres to the 
Constitution in regulating its 
members as well as in making law: 
"Now, 220 million Americans will 
know that the Supreme Court is the 
J .C. Penney which could be anypla ce 
in the country, a nd one in El Centro 
for a woman. If you would consider a 
change, write or call the Placement 
Office and keep them informed of 
your interest in knowing about 
situations as they arise .. 
If you need or know someone who 
needs a clerk or legal research done, 
the Placement Office will be glad to 
help. 
LEGAL WRITING WORKSHOP 
The results a re now in on the lega l 
writing workshop offered to s tudents 
having difficulty last spring . The 
average grade improvement was 
almost three points. The s tudents 
were very apprec iative of the peo ple 
who spent so much of their time in 
helping to improve writing s tyles. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PICNIC 
Chairma n Bill Winship is looking 
forward to sunn y skies and a good 
turnout for the Annual Alumni Picnic 
to be held on September 21st a l 
P res idio Park . The usual hot dogs, 
beer , a nd soft drinks will be prov ided. 
Bill s tresses that it is a fa mily a ffa ir. 
Th e pa rk provides fac ilil es for 
softba ll a nd volleyball. There will be a 
ma il e r comin g out s hortl y with 
further informa ti on. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OPPOSES 
ANOTH En LAW SCHOOL 
The subject of another Jaw school 
for the city of Sa n Diego has once 
aga in emerged in the leg is la tive ha lls 
a t Sac ra me nto. Has tings is 
endeavoring lo push through an 
emergency measure which would 
(cont.from page I ) 
place where you can get justice." 
In the history of our Country, a 
period has been occasionally 
dominated by the personality and . 
accomplishments of one man, usually 
the President, as with Washington, 
Lincoln, and Franklin Roosevelt. It is 
a rare and tremendous tribute for 
such a person to be a judge. Yet , in the 
history of the 1950s and 60s, it is Earl 
Warren who stands tall above all the 
rest. 
authorize a San Diego campus. The 
officers and board of directors of the 
Alumni Association have urged the 
legislature in the past not to sanction 
another law school a nd have laid 
pla ns to get their message out aga in. 
Alumni Aoocia tion Pate has noted, 
" When there are already more law 
students in the city of San Diego than 
there are members of the San Diego 
County Bar Association, we ha ve a 
good s ta rting point for res is ting still 
another law school. " Fortunately, the 
legis la ture, in its wisdom defea ted the 
proposa l. 
CLASS NOTES 
'59 Believed to be the fi rs t woma n 
g ra dua te from th e Law School, 
MARY E . HARVEY, in addition to 
having set a good trend, continues her 
enthusias m in A.C. L. U. cases. 
'60 Hayde n W. Inga ll s is taking a 
sa bba ti ca l from hi s pa tent prac ti ces. 
'63 GLE NN M. HAYD E N, 
s pec ia li zin g i'n bus iness ma tt e rs. 
practices with LEON LEWITT. a lso 
of the class of '63, in E ncino, 
Ca lifornia. 
'65 In addition lo being the Chief 
Publi c Defe nde r in El Ce nt ro a nd 
enjoy ing his two sons. Bruce 14. a nd 
Ja n, IO. and wife. Pa mela. J OHN H. 
PATTIE is a member of the Boa rd of 
Trus tees of Cent ra l Union High School 
and teaches Criminal Jus ti ce & 
Sociology a t Sa n Di ego Sta le. 
Ca lexico Ca mpus. 
'66 DR. ROBIN W. GOODENOUG H 
is working with Ihe F edera l 
Go ve rnm ent a nd is li ving in 
Arlington, Virginia . 
(Co11 ti 11 11t·d on Pof)t~ SI 
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For a number of vears the Woolslll'k 
has been fortunat e.enough lo hn1·r lhr 
advisory services of llwl widely 
acclaimed all-knowing and all-se!'ing 
mous!'-person : J. Bernard Mouse. 
This vear was no exception. Th<' 
Mouse. as he is known lo his friends. 
has been good enough to aga in 
dispense his wit and wisdom lo all law 
students. whether they be first year 
untouchables or third yea r BMOC's. 
J . Bernard. famed for his incisive 
style and parmesan prose. called on 
us unexpectedly the other evemng tn 
the Woolsack office as we were 
preparing to put out U1is first issue. 
J. BERNARD MOUSE W00LSACK: What do you believe is a good remedy fo,r n<in-preparedness in class? 
MOUSE : '!'he only solution is a five 
page paper, so long as the paper is 
manufactured by Aurora (it's softer 
and more absorbent>. 
A chair was quickly provided for 
the renowned rodent. and the staff 
workers. overcome by the Mouse's 
magnificance and reputation, filtered 
discretely out the exits. While one of 
the editors rushed to the refrigerator 
to fetch the imported cheddar cheese 
and Norwegian beer kept specially for 
J . Bernard's visits. the other two 
began the following interview: 
WOOLSUCK : What would you 
advise entering students about their 
books, J. Bernard? 
MOUSE: Neither a borrower nor a 
lender be. 
WOOLSACK : Well that's not 
exactly what we meant Mr. Mouse. 
What we wanted to know was what 
kinds of books, in addition to 
casebooks , should anew student 
purcha se in order to ensure 
success? 
MOUSE: Well, of course 
commercial outlines are vital for 
everyone. My old friend Jim 
" Outlines" Gillen, USO gold medal 
class of '75, has survived exclusively 
on outlines since he began his law 
school career. Another book whose 
importance is derived from the 
deplorable male-female ratio at the 
school is Penthouse. This book should 
be read in conjunction wi th the new 
classic: Physiological Solitaire And 
You by a prominent Torts professor. 
For females, How To Avoid Leering 
Crowds by Tilda The Bearded Lady is 
recommended reading. 
WOOLSACK : Now, as to class 
attendance, is coming really that 
important? 
MOUSE: I strongly believe that 
coming is important no matter what 
your frame of reference. The judicial 
system has always stood firm for 
traditional notions of foreplay and 
substantial intercourse between 
parties. Oh, by the way, attending 
class is quite necesssary (just 
remember that if you don't go, someone 
else might appropriate your back row 
seatl . 
WOOLSACK : Could you suggest 
some nearby places where students 
can shop or be entertained during 
Dean cont. 
their off hours? 
MOUSE : Two places come 
immediately to mind : Fascist Valley 
on Friars Road for shopping and Tax 
Shelter Island for dining and dancing. 
Both places give great service and 
would be extravagant at half the 
price. I would remind new students, 
however, that getting off hours is very 
difficult and getting off is even 
harder. 
WOOLSACK : How do you assess 
the quality of the professors here at 
USD? 
MOUSE : Mostly when they're not 
around. All seriousness aside, 
however, we have many top flight 
Profs at USO. For instance, one of 
the m recently won the first flight in 
amateur match play at the Carlton 
Oaks Country Club in Santee. 
WOOLSACK: Mr. Mouse', it 
appears that you' re not taking this 
interview seriously. Most of your 
reponses seem to be facetious . 
MOUSE: Well, I think I'm doing 
(con tinuedfrom page 1) 
Once again our faculty has been strengthened by the addition of proven and 
promising teachers and scholars. Paul Wohlmuth returns from the University of 
Toledo, and will be teaching Constitutional Law and Contracts. Ed Imwinkelried, 
one of the top instructors at the Army JAG School; holds forth In Contracts and 
Evidence. Charles Wiggins, formerly of the University of Puget Sound, returns to 
California by way of a graduate year at Yale, and will teach Constitutional Law 
Legislation, and Family Law. Not to be slighted, Harvard Law School's gradual~ 
program supplies us with Rudy Sandoval, who hails from Texas and will teach 
Contracts, Consumer Law, and Sales. At the last minute Bob Simmons 
relu~~ntly .resigned fro~ our faculty , and we were fortunate in obtainin.g 
V1rg1ma Oum to replace him. She has done graduate work at George Washington 
University Law Center and has been working for the New York State Department 
of Environment. She will teach Environmental Law, Torts, and Remedies. 
New part-ti.me i~s!ructors include Richard Aronson, a clerk for Federal Judge 
Carter, teachmg C1v1l Procedure; Paul Freeman, of Friedman Heffner Kahan & 
Dysart, teachi~g Remedies; Hugh Friedman, of the sam~ firm , ~eturns to 
Busmess Planm_ng; Ron Frankum, a U.S.D. a lumnus, Director of the Urban 
Observatory, will teach Local Government; Richard Prochazka, of Domnitz 
Prochazka and Mazirow, will fill in for Jerry Williams in the Labor Law course.' 
Jame~ Mcintyre of Mcinnis, Fitzgerald, Rees & Sharkey, joins our excellent Traii 
Techniques staff; and Dr. Morton Shaevitz, a psychologist at U.S.D. will team-
teach Interviewing and Counseling with Rod Jones. Tom Bowde~ a nd Mike 
.Harris, both formerly from Legal Aid will join the Clinical Semes ter program on 
the criminal and civil sides respectively. 
In the Spring Se!'°ester we expect .to have Morton Gitelman of the Qniversily of 
Arkansas as a. v1s1tor to te.ach Conflicts and Workmen's Compensation; and Tom 
Shannon, Assistant Supermtendenl of Schools for San Diego and form er Board 
attorney, to offer a course in Education Law. 
Curriculum devel?pments contii:iue to enhance our quality by broader subject -
matter coverage "':'h1!e also l!rov1d1~g a greater emphasis on bas ic practice skills. 
Our most dramatic mnovat1ons this year are the establishment of the Clinica l 
Semester program and small sections for each first-year student in either Torts , 
pretty good considering· my 
remuneration. Speaking of which , I 
need some more beer and cheese. By 
the way, your questions aren't exactly 
blazing embers of literary light 
either. In fact, may a beaver in heat 
build a dam on your abdomen. 
WOOLSACK (staring nervously at 
stomach): What would you say to new 
students about how to write their 
exams? 
MOUSE: Students, keep your feet 
on the ground and your head in the 
clouds, dream . new dreams, travel 
uncharted waters, blaze new trails, 
but in all events avoid trite cliches. 
WOOLSACK: Whatdoyoufeel is the 
most important experience a student 
can strive for at USD? 
MOUSE: There is one experience 
which is unparalleled and that, of 
course, is a sess ion at the "thinkin' 
spot" behind the law school. Here one 
may interchange weedy wisdom with 
fellow students and wax eloquent on 
the "Truth and the Good". 
Contracts, or Property. 
WOOLSACK : The gas crisis has 
many students in a bind financially. 
Do you see any hope of relief? 
MOUSE : I was really worried about 
this matter until I heard that third 
year student Glen Triemstra had been 
put in charge of the Writs. Now all law 
students who eat there should have 
more gas than they know what to do 
with. 
WOOLSACK : I understand that you 
have connections with some USD 
students who are celebrities in their 
own right. 
MOUSE : Yes, I personally know 
Mr. Fred Berkley who is the world's 
foremost expert on Mickey Mantle. 
Fred was in Cooperstown this 
Summer for the Mick's induction into 
the hall of fame, and incidentally 
wrote the chicken joke that Mantle 
used in his acceptance speech. I am 
also privileged to be acquainted with 
SBA Secretary Tom Dietsch who has 
so far kept his campaign pledge: "If 
elected I will not type." Tom, as you 
may know, is the president of the 
Allan Kent Fan Club, which was 
formed in honor of the dynamic local 
furniture dealer. Mr. Dietsch is also 
active as the public relations director 
of the Committee to Free Richard 
Speck. Tom says the committee plans 
to raise $15,000,000 which will be used 
for a Richard Speck Memorial Nurses 
Center. Any excess money raised will 
go to help gain justice for this much 
maligned man. Finally, there is naval 
officer Steve Tanner who is always on 
hand when the fleet comes in.· Mr. 
Tanner, who spent his Summer as an 
executive file janitor and rubber band 
warrior for U.S. Financial, became 
an expert with the dictaphone there. 
In fact, five secretaries left the firm 
during Steve's tenure complaining of 
obscene dictaphone calls. 
WOOLSACK: Considering the 
temptations, what method of 
preparation would you suggest for 
beginning students to use to stay in 
law school? 
MOUSE: There appears to be a 
split of authority in this area. The 
faculty recommend the grind method, 
upperdivision students prefer the 
Gilbert's method, whi le Dr. Hughes 
and Sister Furay strongly advocate 
the rhythm method. 
WOOLSACK: Well thank you Mr. 
Mouse, your advice has as usual been 
most instructive, if a bit· flaky at 
times. Is there anything you would 
like to say in conclusion? 
MOUSE: Yeah! Get me a beer and 
another hunk of that cheese. 
Our summer programs in Paris, Guadalajara and here in San Diego (especially 
the affirmative action program for disadvantaged first year students) were quite 
successful. 
Physical facilities continue to be improved. The S.B.A. has done an outstanding 
job in converting Room !·A to a Student Lounge. The third floor of the Law 
Library now houses attractive faculty offices and the new, video-tape equipped. 
Louis M. Brown Interview-Classroom. 
While these and 0U1er developments aid our quality and image, and , hopefully. 
our placement effort, other things can still be accomplished. One weakness. as 
previously indicated, that has been highlighted by Waterga te , for ours a nd other 
law schools, is the relatively inadequate emphasis on affective or normative 
learning as contrasted with skills and competence training. While little ca n be 
done in law school to influence the basic morality of our students , much more can 
be done to explore and evaluate the standards of the profession and their relat ion 
(or non-relation ) to the societal functions of lawyers. It is my hope (and 
expectation with the Bar now examining on Legal Ethics) that more attention will 
be paid to profess ional · responsibility and legal philosophy a nd other va lue-
or ie nted instruction, not onl_y by add ing and ex panding courses, but by all 
instructors injecting such considera tions into a ll courses a nd by setting an 
appropriate professional example. We teach more by what we do than by what we 
say. Cynicism and hard-heartedness have their place in law school trai"ning (a nd 
in my office a nd classroom) but they should be sparingly em ployed a nd not 
extend lo a ll professional , politica l or governmenta l efforts. Student idea lis m a nd 
professional spirit should be effectively channeled and not destroyed. 
I welcome all new and returning students and facu lty to the Law School. the 
University, and the world of law complete with the excitement, drab detai ls, other 
contradictions, and hope for continued and improved lawyer conlributions to a 






Field Marshal Cinque 
* Sugar Shrapnel * 
Mich. 
Shot From Machine Guns 
- A Letter bomb in every box 
(Guaranteed Not To Explode At Room T emperoture) 
INGREDIENTS 
6% Asbestos - flame retardant 
7% Speed - improves mental 
alertness and is alsci useful to 
revive hostages. 
14% Pure cane sugar from Cuba 
1()% LSD - maintains high level of 
revolutionary logic. 
40'k Dialectical Materialism 
1% Inert Materials (FBI /CIA) 
10% Heroin (opiate of the people -
keeps 'em coming back for 
more) 
12'7. Hearst emulsified newsprint 
(filler ). 
GUARANTEE 
SLA cereal s a re unconditionally 
guaranteed to turn any running dog, 
revisionist , middle class , 
bourgeoisie , capitalistic pig into a 
fi ne upstanding card-carrying, bomb 
throwing, comrade , fellow-travelor 
by 1ay Day or double your money 
back in rubl es. 
Rem ember th at SLA cereals are 
served with pride at the training ta-
bles of the NLF, SDS, Weathermen 
and the Comm ittee To Free Richard 
Speck Now. 
KIDS, START YO UR COLLECTION 
OF SLA CEREA L BOXTOPS NOW 
ANDGETTHEGREATPITTZESD~ 
SCRIBED BELOW ABSOLUTELY 
FREE: 
Wackos , Breakfast of Bombers: For 
two boxtops get a personalized tape 
or an autographed and enlarged 
bank robbery portrait of Tania. 
Anti-Fascist Flakes: In memory of 
Che Guevara, a fun-filled Summer in 
a Cuban Cane Field can be had for 
only three boxtops. · 
Proletarian Pops: For only five box-
tops of th is tasty cereal you will re-
ceive a complete blueprint diagram 
copy of the heating system of the 
Pentagon prepared by the Berrigan 
Brothers. 
Field Marshal Cinque Sugar Shrap-
nel: For only s ix boxtops you get a 
free outing to 5lst and Compton 
Blvd. to view the charred remains of 
the Field Marshal and some of his 
pals . 
Leary's Kix: Eight box tops will get 
yo u a copy of Tim 's new book: " If It's 
Tuesday, This Must Be Algeria." 
Chicago Seven Snacks: Just present 
one boxtop at any courthouse and 
receive a complimentary contempt 
citation. 
Finally, reme mber that SLA cere- · 
als are the ones that made Mao say 
" WOW" and made Che say "HEY". 
(Sold loca lly by Stack & Dietsch 
cerea l cooperative) 
Cal Western Building Condemned 
by Bob Eisenberg 
About one month ago, three-fourths year students are expected to begin 
of the Cal Western building was classes a week later a t the nearby 
condemned by the Fire Marshal. The Community Concourse. . 
top three noors of the four-noor Although a few dislocations are 
downtown building hav e been expected, the schedule of classes will 
declared unsafe at least until several remain relatively the same . . T_he 
structural changes are made. administration has tned to m1mm1ze 
School officia ls are confident that inconvenience to CW law_ stu_dents, 
th_e second floor will be ready for use but some problems are inevitable. 
within a short period. The third noor CW officials expr_essed som.~ fe~r 
may take two months or more. The that the condemnation would sca1 e 
fourth floor may not be ready to use the pants off" s tudents. "Yho currently 
for quite some time. pay $2400 per year tuition, a~d that 
Neither the first floor with its several tra nsfer requests might _be 
administratige offices a nd ~ost of the made. The USD admissfons office 
law libra ry , nor the basement, reports , however, that there has been 
housing the rest of the library as well no great flood of CW students 
as the book store were affected by the a ttempting lo transfer here . 
condem nation. ' This latest problem for Cal Western 
Originally, classes were to be held seems to fi t into a series of 
at the El Cortez Hotel , a few blocks misfortunes for the school. ~he 
away. Problems with overcrowding undergraduate school has _ suffe1ed 
however, forced the planning of ne~ serious financial trouble in. recent 
alternatives. First year Jaw students times, including an IRS tax llen a nd 
started classes the week of August 26, the closing of one of their overseas 
campuses. 
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New Course At USO 
by Tom Dietsch - inspired by Vicki Rotterman 
For the past few years it has 
become more difficult for graduates 
from law school to obtain 
employment. The real problem is that 
there are so many people with merely 
the ability to practice law and without 
any practical skills. For this reason a · 
new course had been proposed which 
not only trains a student for the l!!gal 
world but a lso for the lif~ of an art· 
isqn. Th e course is entitl ed LEGAL 
TATOOING I. 
The advantages of being able to 
practice this art as well as law are 
obvious. No longer will there be a 
question of-the validity or the location 
of a lega l instrument since the 
tatooing lawyer will literally draw or 
draft it up on the client. This method 
is much superior to the use of paper 
because the human body is Jess easily 
mutilated, spindled, torn, or burnt. 
Naturally the chances of it being lost 
are somewaht minimized. 
Any additions or deletions from a 
will, for example, might easily and 
painlessly be done in the convenience 
of the office (parlor) . Note the need of 
a ribbon now becomes purely optinal. 
The real artistry comes in when the 
attorney adds snakes, birds, or 
dragons to the boarders of the 
instrument. The lawyer will feel that · 
he is indeed engaging in an art rather 
than a practice. The word mother 
planted on someone's chest will no 
take on greater significance. 
Authentic work naturally' . is 
verifiable by the fingerprint - like 
characteristics that soon become 
recognizable as the work of a 
particular artisan. For instance !he 
pseudonym "Born to Loose" , 
Attoreny at Law (graphics a 
specialty) might be added to each 
transaction tatooed as opposed to the· 
more traditional method, a signature. 
To cancel a note or other paperwork 
merely involves tatooing a large void 
across the appropriate section of the 
body. Commercial notes and 
negotiable securities become safer 
since in order to cash them one must 
bring the bearer on demand. 
Prerequisites to this course will be 
medical malpractice and admiralty 
(in order to obtain a feel for the art). 
All those students who survive the 
lottery will be designated by the 
placement of a ·"student" across the 
forehead. This will alert potential 
legal tatoo clients in the clinic as to 
whom they are dealing with and 
"leader" will be inscribed on each 
professor so that there will be no 
confusion as to who is in charge. 
USO at UN Conference 
James Krause, a Notes & 
Comments editor of the University of 
San Diego Law Review has recently 
returned from a recent trip to. 
Caracas, Venezuela in which he 
attended the United Nations 
Conference on the Law of the Seas. 
The conference lasted from June 20th 
to August 29th and was attended by 
experts in the field of international 
law and the Jaw of the seas. Officially 
attending the conference were 
representatives of over 140 nations. 
Mr. Krause represented the USD Law 
Review at the conference from 
August !st to the 12th. 
During the conference Krause 
attended metings and met with the 
experts and delegates to the 
conference. Also, Mr. Krause met 
with and listened to speeches by 
highly respected authorities in the 
field, including John Stephenson, 
head of the United States delegation. 
Mr. Krause indicates that Mr: Louis 
Sohn, Harvard law professor, will be 
writing for the USD Law Review in 
the annual · Law of the Seas 
symposium issue. If enough matters 
are sufficietly concluded in this 
conference and the conference to be 
held in March and April of 1975, Mr. 
Sohn could possibly be writing on 
compulsory dispute settlement of 
sea related controversies. 
. Besides these recruiting efforts, 
Jim Krause also received input 
concerning the role of the Law 
Review in the Jaws of the seas. In 
addition to receiving suggestions on 
future areas of interest for the Law 
Review, Krause indica ties that the 
intellectual community recognizes 
the University of San rnego Law 
Review as a legal publication 
contributing much to the law of the 
seas. 
In addition to Mr. Sohn, there is a 
strong possibility that former 
Secretary of State Dean Rusk will 
write an article for the upcoming 
symposium issue. Mr. Rusk is 
presently a law professor at the 
University of Georgia and is active in 
the area of international law. 
Pros. v. Amateurs Cont. 
(cortt.from page 5) 
Interviewer : Marty , would you compare the Star and Garter to the Pacer for 
our readers, please? 
Marty : I notice that, like real pros, the dancers of the Star do not rely on 
artificial aids, but rely solely on their own ski lls and talents. On the other hand. at 
the Pacer, the dancers need a crutch - namely , a pole - which it must be 
admitted they do use rather creatively. 
Interviewer : Anything else? 
Marty: I notice that there is another dichotomy. Size does seem to make a 
difference. Jus t a size seems to count more in pro ball. so it does a t the Star. 
However, as in college ba ll , the amateurs do appear to be fas ter . 
Finally, I would note, the pros seem to view their work as just a nother job: 
whereas, the a mateurs at the Pacer seem to enjoy their gyrations. 
Interviewer: Another vote for the amateurs . 
Finally, the last witness was Mr. James " Jungle Jim " Simmermeyer. Jim is 
the loca l karate exper t and a purveyor gastrointestinal ailments at the Writs this 
yea r . He is a graduate of Alfred University a nd a third year day student. He is a 
former New York City cab driver a nd '" man about Manhattan:· As he says. he 
has seen the m all " from the littl e a ppl es to the big app les.'" He is a lso the 
"discoverer" of such places as the Star and Garter and Uie Pacer. 
Interviewer: Jim, your opinion of thi s controversy. please. 
Jim : I'm personally a " pro" myself a ll the way a nd. therefore. I naturally 
identify with and favor the pros a t the Star. Besides. at the Pacer. they a re mostly 
" ringers" anyway. 
Also, I might add, because the Siar has mirrors . which the Pacer does not. m1P 
gets both sides of the issue. 
I vote for the pros. 
Well, there you have it. The evidence is in. It is now up to you. ladies and 
gentlemen of the jury . 
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L----------------·····-····-J There was a young lawyer named Rex 
With diminutive organs of sex. 
When charged with exposure 
He retained. his composure 
"De Minimis Non Curat . Lex" *. * ·* •• * * * * * 
" If you use Ms. for a fema le, please indicate in parenthesis after the Ms. 
whether it's a Miss or Mrs. " <From a notice lo Public Information Officers, 
Commonwealth 1>f Penn. as reprinted Ms magazine, April 1973) 
' *********** 
NO COMMENT - A New Zealand Supreme Court Judge has overturned the 
conviction of three men accused of prostitution, noting, "the words 'common 
prastitute' have always been understood as applying to women." 
*********** 
The London firm of Anne Hugessen has been placed into bankruptcy by its 
creditors. Officials of the chastity belt manufacturing company deny that the 
company's demise has been hastened by the " perm.issive~ess" of the times. No 
longer used for the purpose for which they were designed m med~eval times, the 
belts are now being used as ice bucket and plant holders. Prince Charles is 
reported to have purchased two belts last year to use as toilet paper roll holders . 
Nor surprisingly, the largest number of belts were exported to the Umted States. 
*********** 
What constitutes suitable courtroom wearing appar'el has recently received 
judicial attention. A Florida Circuit Court Judge sentenced an attorney to three 
days in jail for not wearing a necktie to court. The attorney, who appeared in a 
white suit with a gold medalion hanging over his flowered , open-necked sport 
shirt will appeal the conviction. "No judge has the right to impose his taste or 
lack of taste on anyone if the clothing worn does not create derision on the 
court. " Replied the judge, "You can't come here in the nude, you can' t come 
here in a bathing suit, and you can't come here without a tie." 
A woman appearing in a Tennessee General Sessions court on a speeding 
violation charge was fined $10 for wearing slacks into the courtoom, and told to 
reappear the following week wearing a dress. "You see she's got on pants -
dressed like a man" the judge is quoted as saying. The woman has now filed a 
$400,000 damage suit against the judge charging a violation of her constitutional 
rights . 
*********** 
Responding to recent criticism by U.S. Supreme Court Justice Warren Burger 
as to the quality of trial lawyers in federal courts, the Chairman of the National 
Conference of Bar Examiners is working on a plan to set up a federal bar exam. 
The exam would be minimal , covering areas of procedure and taxation now 
ignored by many state bar exams, and would be administered by the high court 
which would then license and discipline attorneys appearing in any federal 
court. The plan will be presented at a bar examiners conference to be held this 
month in Chicago. 
*********** 
A Stockholm, Sweden_ court found a defendant criminally guilty of illegally 
makmg moonshme m ~is home, despite his explanation that "I just made the 
hquor to try to lose weight. .. I filled my bathtub with it, then lay in it for 45 
mmutes to make my stomach shrink .. .Innovations have always been met with 
skept1c1sm. " 
*********** 
Zodiac News Service reports that students using the computer center at the 
University of Akron will no longer be able to use "obscene words" in giving 
instructions lo the computer. The computer has been programmed to demand 
an apolog:,: if certain four-letter words are used. If no apology is given, the 
computer 1s mstructed to shut itself off. 
*********** 
Third-year evening division student Jim Gorman and his wife successfull parla~.ed his l e~,al education mto $5700 worth of winnings on the day-time qui~ 
show Gf.amb1t, while the rest of us were trying to figure out how to pass our 
spring mals. 
*********** 
A Bro_oklyn_ Supreme Courtjud~e has ru.led that a Roman Catholic priest and ~a7yeJ. is entitled lo wear his clerical collar during criminal proceedings While 
e en mg an assau lt case he was originally ordered not to wear reli io~s arb 
by a lower courtiudge who fel~ that "there would be substantial dang~r thaT the 
J~rors would draw 1i;np~;m1ss1ble mferences in the defendant's favor as to her 
c aracter and veracity. The high court could find no statutes or court rules tha t 
~~~~li c~t~i~~ergy;ian frodm behing admitted to th_e bar or plac ing limitations on hi s 
1 
. , an agree wit the priest's claim that the wearing of a J · .. J 
co Jar ts part of his constitutional right to free exercise of religion. c crica 
*********** 
NEVER-ENDING ·BATTLE AGAINST CRIME DEPT. 
Frn~ Washm~ton comes word that a federal grand jury has indicted the 
natJdn s four maio~ manufacturers of toilet seats on charges of viola tin, anti-
trust laws by conspmng to fix the prices of wood toilet sea ts in the u .S. g 
.• * * * * * * * * * * 
Anyone elected or appointed to a st t ff' . 
swearing that they have never fought: d~ 01 icethidn Kdentucky must take a n oath e w1 ea ly weapons. 
THUMBS UP AWARD _.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.," 
USO Legal Clini ca l training t k 1 . insta llation of 6 .· · . . 
00 anot ier. giant lea p forward with the 
3rd floor LibrarypeBcl1dagl mhtcrdv1ewmg and counseling fac ilities in the Clinic 's new 
, · · . ea quarters A sound studio w'tl t · 
video-taping equipment are already in use. 1 1 a wo-way mirror plus 
1coutiuucdfrom paoc5J _ 
'H6 EDWARD C. READING is busy 
as genera l counsel for a computer 
manufacturing compa ny in Sorrento 
Valley, endeavoring lo provide for his 
nine children. 
'fi7 CHARLES T. OSTERMEYER, 
with his wife, Laura Sue, and 
daughter, Laura Ann , lives in 
Manhattan Beach, and works at 
UCLA. 
'68 By now, JOHN R. SHINER'S 
firm hopefully will ha.;e relocated in 
more plush quarters in downtown Los 
Angeles. 
'68 FRED J . NAMETH resides in 
Pacific Palisades and specializes- in 
criminal law, with his offices in Los 
Angeles. 
'68 MICHAEL T. THORSNES and 
his family love the country-living 
atmosphere of Alpine ; Mike is with 
Higgs, Fletcher & Mack in San Diego. 
'68 R. THOMAS WOOD lives in 
Carlsbad and practices in Oceanside. 
'69 The ED DUGGAN family, 
including 5 children, live in San 
Rafael; Ed Works in Downtown San 
Francisco and is interested in new 
legislation. 
'69 ROGER MC KEE is now a 
Deputy County Attorney in Phoenix, 
Arizona. 
'69 If his corporate practice doesn't 
keep C. EDWARD MILLER busy in 
Los Angeles, his two daughters, both 
under 2 years old. surelv do. 
'69 BILL GEBBIE recently switched 
from the D.A.'s Office in San 
Bernardino to the Defender's Office of 
the same county. As has become their 
pattern, he and his wife, Floria , have 
just returned from a vacation in 
Europe. Not so routine , however, is 
the fact that Floria has just 
commenced her third year at USO 
School of Law. 
'69 JAMES GOODWIN became a 
partner this year in the firm of 
Crabtree & Goodwin. 
'69 Poor DON SCHMIDT advises 
that he has little time for anything 
else other than litigating other 
peoples' problems. 
'69 DELROY M. RICHARDSON is 
with the San Diego Gas & Electric 
Company's legal department. 
'70 LYNN SCHENK, also with 
SDG&E, continues her interest in Sex 
Discrimination, Corporate & 
International Law. 
'70 C. NICHOLAS VATERS , JR:, 
ROBERTZERNICH C'70l & MARTIN 
WATERMAN ('70) have formed an 
Association to practice law in 
Downey, Calif. 
'71 FRANK ROGOZIENSKI has his 
office in Coronado. 
'71 CHARLES R,OSEMAN has 
recently traveled to Hawaii, Puerto 
Vallarta, and Tahiti; and is in 
between times practicing in San 
Diego. 
'71 HENRY R. HAGUE lives and 
works in La Jolla. 
'71 TONY LOVETT is in the San 
Diego County District Attorney's 
Office. 
'71 MICHAEL B. HARRIS is a 
Clinical Instructor at USO Law 
School. 
'71 Cli ents' business has orivuded 
BRYCE EBGKEBRECHT if Beach 
trave l on two occasions to Austria, 
New Zealand, Fiji and Tahiti. Future 
trips are planned for Japan, Europe, 
China and the Carri bean. 
'71 THOMAS BURTON is associated 
with Bruce in Newport. 
PETER NUNEZ continues with 
the U.S. Attorney's Office in San 
Diego. 
'72 WILLIAM KAY has recently 
married and resides in the San 
Francisco area. 
'70 MICHAEL MC PHEE learns 
something new everyday in the field 
of real estate with his employer, U.S. 
Financial. 
'72 SUSAN P . FINLAY has 
relocated her office to the Charter Oil 
Building in San Diego. Sue reprorts 
that ARMOND EDGE ('72) is moving 
to North Carolina where he will take 
the bar and that BECK HENRY ('72) 
is moving to Colorado to practice. 
'72 Judge Maas' former clerk , 
MERVE THOMPSON, is now with 
HIGGS, FLETCHER & MACK. 
'72 DAVID VAN TIL is specializing 
in the personal injury field with 
BAXLEY & VAN TIL in San Diego. 
"72 JULES E. FLEURET is a deputy 
DA in San Bernardino. 
'73 ALAN PAYMENT has been 
working in his firm's North County 
Office in Oceanside. 
'73 Also living and working in the 
North County area is RICHARD G. 
CLINE. 
KEEP US INFORMED 
Kindly keep us, and through us, your fri ends informed of your personal and 
professional activities by completing and returning the following form to the 
Alumni Association, USO Law School , Alcala Park, San Diego, Ca. 92110. 
Nam"--------------------------~ 
Addres"---'-------------------------
business, _______________________ _ 
horn.,_ ________________________ _ 
Year graduate..._ _____________________ _ 
Spouse nam~-----------------------
Children's names and age,,_ _________________ _ 
Legal Inte rests or SpecialtY------------~------
What's been go ing on with yo~-----------------
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